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IMPROVED ANONYMOUS SECURE E-VOTING 

OVER A NETWORK 
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Abstract: In a democratic country voting is one of the most important activities. 

However, many eligible voters do not exercise their right simply because they do 

not want to visit a public booth where they can vote. In 1981, David Chaum first 

introduced the concept of electronic voting and attempted to overcome the prob-

lems associated with the traditional voting environment. Hereafter, Mu and 

Varadharajan proposed in 1998 an anonymous secure e-voting scheme over a net-

work. They claimed that the proposed scheme is not only capable of preventing 

double voting but it can also protect the privacy of voters. However, many re-

searchers afterwards have discovered that Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme is not se-

cure. Attackers can easily forge a valid ballot and can vote more than once. In this 

paper, an e-voting scheme based on Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme is proposed 

that meets the following e-voting requirements: democracy, accuracy, anonymity, 

mobility and efficiency. 

Keywords: Anonymity, Blind Signature, ElGamal Public Key Crypto-System, e-

Voting. 

In a democratic society voting is one of the most important activities. In such a tradi-

tional voting environment, the voting process sometimes becomes quite ineffective 

and inconvenient due to the fact that the eligible voters have to visit a voting booth to 

cast their votes. Very often the eligible voters do not exercise their right to vote sim-

ply because they do not have time to visit a voting booth. Besides, the traditional 

voting method requires more expenses and involves more social resources, social cost 

and human resources. Therefore, the effort of many researchers has been put into 

finding solutions to the problems inherent in traditional voting environment. The de-

velopment of computer networks and the elaboration of the cryptographic techniques 

facilitate the implementation of electronic voting. 

Electronic voting is very convenient for the voters due to the fact that they can cast 

their ballots through a network. Even if the voters do not have time to go to the voting 

booth they can still cast they vote through a computer with Internet connection. Thus, 
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they can exercise their right to vote. Furthermore, this electronic voting method can 

reduce the expenses and avoid errors. The first electronic election scheme was pro-

posed by David Chaum;
1
 then the same author suggested the concept of blind signa-

tures.
2
 Later on, many researchers have worked and proposed various developments 

in e-voting.
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

 The existing e-voting systems can be divided into two 

types. One type of systems is based on homomorphic functions,
14

 and the other is 

based on blind signatures.
15

 The e-voting systems based on blind signatures are 

preferable in practice in comparison with those based on homomorphic functions due 

to the fact that the system of homomorphic functions is less flexible and it only pro-

vides YES or NO function on the ballot. The other system based on blind signatures 

provides more flexibility on the ballot. In other words, it can allow more formats on 

the ballot. The general requirements of e-voting are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Requirements of e-Voting. 

Property Definition 

Democracy Only eligible voters can participate in election.  

Convenience Voters can cast their ticket easily and quickly. 

Mobility No restrictions imposed on the location where voters can 

cast their ballots. 

Efficiency The voters cast their ballot in a reasonable amount of time 

and he/she is not required to wait for others to complete the 

process. 

Robustness No one can disrupt or disturb the election because of the 

independence of the voting processes. 

Anonymity No one can trace the identity of the voter from the ballot. 

Authentication The authorities and voter should verify each other during 

the process of voting. 

Validation The authorities are able to check whether the ballots are 

valid or not. 

Uniqueness No voters can vote more than once. 

Completeness An eligible voter is always accepted by the authorities. 

Fairness The authorities are prohibited to cheat, even if they attempt 

to collude.  

In 1998, Mu and Varadharajan proposed an anonymous secure electronic voting 

scheme,
16

 which is based on ElGamal’s digital signature algorithm.
17

 In essence, the 

authors claimed that their scheme can ensure the secrecy of voters and prevent the 

occurrence of double voting. However, Lin, Hwang, and Chang
18

 and Chien, Jan, and 

Tseng
19

 pointed out that there are flaws in Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme. They out-

lined problems such as a voter can vote more than once without being detected, the 
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voter’s identity can be revealed by the authorities, and the valid ballot can be forged 

without being authenticated. 

To enhance the security of Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme, in 2003 Lin, Hwang, and 

Chang
20

 proposed an improved scheme. Later, Chien, Jan, and Tseng
21

 also pointed 

out some limitations existing in Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme. In turn, the authors 

of the current paper have observed that the improved scheme reported by Lin, 

Hwang, and Chang cannot resist to the attack proposed by Chien, Jan, and Tseng. 

Therefore, this paper proposes an improved scheme that can overcome the deficien-

cies existing in Mu and Varadharjan’s scheme. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, the environment and the scheme and process 

of general e-voting will be introduced. Then, Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme will be 

briefly reviewed. The section that follows shall present the general act of attacking of 

an e-voting scheme and the Chien, Jan, and Tseng’s scheme. After that, an improved 

scheme that overcomes the weakness of Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme will be pro-

posed, followed by a security analysis. Conclusions and future research directions are 

given in the last section. 

E-Voting Environments and Processes 

E-voting Environments 

This section introduces the environments for e-voting. In general, there are five par-

ties in anonymous e-voting environments,
22

 which are listed as follows:  

 Voter: Citizens who are qualified to vote. 

 Authentication Server (AS): AS is responsible for authenticating the voters 

and granting voting tickets. 

 Voting Servers (VS): It collects voting tickets from voters. 

 Tickets Counting Server (TCS): Responsible for tallying the votes. 

 Certificate Authority (CA): Provides a certificate service provider for all vot-

ers enrolled. 

The e-voting activities are: 

(1) 〔Voter→CA〕: Before voting, all voters should register at CA as valid 

voters. 

(2) 〔CA→Voter〕: After a voter completes the enrollment, the CA signs and 

issues a certificate to the voter. 

(3) 〔Voter→AS〕: Voter sends a request to AS for a voting ticket. 

(4) 〔AS→Voter〕: AS sends a blindly signed ticket to voter. 

(5) 〔Voter→VS〕: Voter sends the voting ticket via network to VS. 
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(6) 〔VS→TCS〕: VS sends voting tickets to TCS once the voting box is full. 

The counting of tickets is done by TCS. 

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the anonymous e-voting environment and its proc-

ess. 

Figure 1: The Anonymous e-Voting Environment and its Process. 

e-Voting Processes 

In general, the e-voting process involves at least three phases: a registration phase, a 

voting phase, and a counting phase. 

In 1998, Mu and Varadharajan proposed two anonymous secure electronic voting 

schemes
23

 based on ElGamal’s digital signature algorithm.
24

 Both schemes have five 

parties involved and three processes as described above. However, the first scheme 

proposed by Mu and Varadharajan assumes that the Authentication Server (AS) is 

trustworthy; the second scheme assumes that the trusted AS is unnecessary. The sec-

ond scheme is more efficient, secure and practical as compared with the first scheme. 
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However, as Lin, Hwang, and Chang
25

 and Chien, Jan, and Tseng
26

 showed the sec-

ond scheme of Mu and Varadharajan is insecure. The following section provides a 

brief review. 

First, we define the notations used is this paper. 

 xID : The identity of X . 

 xCert : The certificate of X , which includes X ’s identity, public key, serial 

number, valid period, and CA’s signature. 

 ),( xx ed : The RSA secret/public key pair of X . 

 p : A large prime number. 

 xn : A product of two large prime numbers. 

 g : A generator for *pZ .  

 t  : The current timestamp.  

 || : Concatenation of bits. 

Registration Phase 

The registration phase includes two procedures: getting a voting certificate from CA 

and obtaining a voting ticket from AS. The procedures are shown in Figure 2. 

1. Getting a Voting Certificate: 

A voter generates a key pair first, and then s/he sends it to CA. In order to achieve the 

e-voting requirements of democracy and completeness, CA has to check the identity 

of the voter and issue a certificate. 

2. Obtaining a Voting Ticket:  

Step 1: Before voting, the voter has to send a request to AS for getting a voting 

ticket. In order to meet the requirement of anonymity, the voter chooses a 

blind factor b  and two secret parameters r and 
11  pZk . Then 

pga r  mod  , AS
e

ngbx AS mod1  , AS
ek

 nbgx AS mod1
1  , and 

AS
e

nabx AS  mod2   are computed. After that, the voter sends 

} mod)| || || |(,,,{ 211 v
d

VASv ntxxxCertIDID v  to AS in order to request a voting 

ticket. 

Step 2: When AS receives the message from the voter, the voter’s signature has to 

be verified first; then a random parameter 12  pZk  is chosen; 

v
e

ntkx v  mod)| |( 23   and AS
dkk

nxxxxxx AS  mod)( 21
2
1114

22   are computed; 

and 2k  is stored in a database. Finally, the AS sends the message 
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} mod)| |(,,,{ 43 v
e

VAS ntxxIDID v  to the voter. 

Step 3: When the voter receives the message from AS, he uses his secret key to de-

crypt 3x  and get 2k . Then, the parameters k , k  , 1y , and 2y  are computed 

for the voter, where 21 kkk  , 21 2kkk  , kgy 1 , and kgy


2 . More-

over, the blind factor )1(3 2k
b  can be removed in order to obtain 

AS
d

nayyx AS  mod)( 214  , and compute 1 mod )(1
1 p-rmaks    and 

1 mod )(1
2 p-rmaks   . Finally, the voting ticket is composed as 

}| || || || || || || |{ 21421 mssxyygaT  . 

Figure 2: Registration Phase of Mu and Varadharajan’s Scheme. 

Voting Phase 

On the voting day, the voter sends a voting ticket }mod)| |(,{ VS
e

VS ntTID VS  to the 

Voting Server, where T is the ticket and t denotes the real timestamp. After VS re-

ceives the voting ticket, it decrypts VS
e

ntT VS mod)| |(  using its secret key VSd  to 

obtain T. Then VS verifies whether the signature of AS is valid or not. If valid, then 

VS verifies the voter’s signatures s1 and s2 by pgay mas
mod1

1   and 

pgay mas
mod2

2  . If valid, VS casts the voting ticket into voting boxes. 

Counting Phase 

After voting is over, TCS executes the procedures of counting tickets and checking 

whether double voting has occurred by examining whether ),,,( 21 yyga  are used 

more than once. In the case of double voting, the AS could compute 21 kkk   and 

21 2kkk   to get 2k  and trace the voter’s identity back. 

Attacks 

In general, the attacks on the e-voting systems can be divided into three types: 

 Forge ticket: The malicious attacker can forge a valid ticket without being 

detected. 

Voter

vCert.2

}info. per.,{.1 vve }  mod)| || || |(,,,{.3 211 v
d

VASV ntxxxCertIDID v
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} mod)| |(,,,{.4 43 v
e

VAS ntxxIDID v

ASVoter

vCert.2

}info. per.,{.1 vve }  mod)| || || |(,,,{.3 211 v
d
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d
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e
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e
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 Trace voter’s identity: The identity of a voter can be traced from the cast 

voting ticket. 

 Double voting: An eligible voter can vote more than once. 

We have reviewed the Mu and Varadharajan’s e-voting scheme in a previous section. 

Unfortunately, their scheme is vulnerable to attacks as mentioned above. In 2003, 

Chien, Jan, and Tseng
27

 pointed out the weaknesses of Mu and Varadharajan’s e-

voting scheme as follows. 

Attack 1: Forge Ticket 

Assume that an attacker chooses three random numbers rkk  and , , 21  (let 

prkk ,, 21 ), and computes the following equations: 

 

 

 

 

 

Then, the attacker can construct the ticket }| || || || || || || |{ 2121 msssyygaT  , and 

VS and TCS cannot detect whether the ticket is forged. This attack can also be found 

in the work of Lin, Hwang, and Chang.
28

 

Attack 2: Trace Voter’s Identity 

In Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme, the parameter 2k  indicates a unique identity for 

each voter. However, TCS can trace the voter’s identity back from the voting ticket 

even the situation of double voting has not occurred. To get the parameter 2k  TCS 

computes the following equation: 

 

 

 

Thus, the Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme cannot meet the requirement of anonymity. 

Attack 3: Double Voting 

The definition of double voting is the situation where a voter or an attacker can vote 

more than once in the same election process. In Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme, the 
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eligible voter can perform the voting process correctly and compose the voting ticket 

as follows. First, the voter chooses kgg  , r , and 1k ; then the voter sends 

} mod)| || || |(,,,{ 211 v
d

VASv ntxxxCertIDID v  to AS for obtaining a voting ticket. In this 

way, the voter can construct the voting ticket }| || || || || || || |{ 2121 msssyygaT  , 

where rga  , 21
1

kk
gy


 , 21 2

2
kk

gy


 , and AS
d

nayys AS mod)( 21 . Moreover, 

the voter can construct another valid voting ticket as follows. The voter lets 

21 kkr
ga


 , 1

1
k

gy  , and 22
2

k
gy  ; it becomes obvious that },,,,{ 21 syyga   can 

still satisfy AS

AS

d
n ayys )( 21  , and the voter can compose a new ticket using these 

parameters as }| || || || || || || |{ 2121 msssyygaT  . VS and TCS are not able to de-

tect the double voting. 

Improvements 

In this section, a new improved scheme is presented to enhance the security and 

prevent the above-mentioned attacks. The proposed scheme consists also of three 

phases and there are five parties involved, very much the same as in Mu and 

Varadharajan’s scheme. The voting process will be described in what follows. 

Registration Phase 

The registration phase involves two procedures: requesting a voting certificate from 

CA and obtaining a valid voting ticket from AS. The voter should provide his identity 

when requesting a voting ticket from AS. The procedures are shown in Figure 3. 

1. Requesting a Voting Certificate: 

Each voter generates a key pair ),( vv ed  and a large number vn  to request a voting 

certificate from CA. After checking the identity of a voter, CA issues a certificate to 

the voter to achieve the e-voting requirement of democracy and completeness. 

2. Obtaining a Voting Ticket 

Step 1: The voter has to send a request to AS for getting a voting ticket. In order to 

achieve the e-voting requirement of anonymity and authentication, the voter 

chooses a blind factor 1b  and four random numbers rqb   , ,2  and 
11  pZk . 

With these parameters, 21,, xxa  and 2x  can be computed for the voter using 

the following equations: 
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where *
pZg  is the system’s public parameter. Finally, the voter sends the 

message } mod)| || || |(,,,{ 211 v
d

vASV ntxxxCertIDID v  to AS for getting 

parameters to compose the voting ticket. 

Step 2: Upon receiving the message, for authentication, AS verifies whether the 

signature v
d

ntxxx v  mod)| || || |( 211   is valid or not. If valid, AS chooses a 

random number 2k , that is different for each voter in order to meet the prop-

erty of uniqueness and to compute the following equations: 

 

where 
qkk

gy
22

1
21 

 , and 213
2

kk
gy


 . In order to achieve the e-voting re-

quirement of validation, AS will store 2k  in the database, compute the value 

of )( 2xh  and publish it so it can detect double-voting. Finally, AS sends the 

message }mod)| |(,,,{ 43 V
e

VAS ntxxIDID v  to the voter. 

Step 3: When the voter receives the message, 3x  is decrypted to get 2k  and the 

blind factor 2
23

1
2 bb

k 
 is removed to obtain the signature ( s ); then the fol-

lowing equations are computed: 

 

Finally, the voter can compose the voting ticket as follows: 

}| || || || || || || || |{ 22121 bmsssyygaT  . 
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Figure 3: Registration Phase of the Proposed Scheme. 

Voting Phase 

After obtaining a valid voting ticket from AS, the voter can send the voting ticket. 

The procedure is shown in Figure 4.  

Figure 4: Voting Phase of the Novel Scheme. 

Step 1: The voter sends }mod)| |(,{ VS
e

VS ntTID VS  to VS, where T  is the voting 

ticket and t  denotes the current timestamp. 

Step 2: VS decrypts VS
e

ntT AS mod)| |(  with its secret key ( ASd ) to achieve the e-

voting requirement of authentication. VS verifies the validity of 

21  and , , yya  using AS’s signature from the equation 

AS
e

nayys AS mod)()( 21 . If the result is true, then VS checks the correct-

ness of 1s  and 2s  using voter’s signatures from the following equations: 

 

 

If the results are true, VS can be sure that the ticket is valid. Finally, VS 

stores all the voting tickets and sends them back to TCS via a network. 

Counting Phase 

After voting is over, TCS checks whether the parameters ),,,( 21 yyga  have been 

used more than once and checks )(?mod)( 22 xhnabh AS
eAS   to detect double voting, 
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where )( 2xh  is published by AS to be used to confirm the authentication of the 

ticket. If the results are positive, then TCS will calculate the valid ballot and an-

nounce the result obtained from this electronic election. 

Figure 5: Counting Phase of the Proposed Scheme. 

Security Analysis 

In this section, it will be illustrated that the proposed scheme can enhance the security 

and overcome the limitations of Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme. 

Prevent Tracing the Voter’s Identity 

Chien, Jan, and Tseng’s work
29

 points out that the authorities can obtain a voting 

ticket from the public network and compute the following equation to get the value of 

k2. 

Thus, the authorities can easily trace the identity of the voting ticket. However, in our 

improved scheme, no one can trace the identity from the voting ticket. The authorities 

cannot employ the above equation to obtain 2k  since the parameters 1y  and 2y  con-

tain the secret value 1k  and  q  chosen by the voter. In consequence, in the proposed 

scheme, attacking using the trace from the voter’s identity as reported by Chien, Jan, 

and Tseng cannot be successful. In what follows it will be demonstrated why: 
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cannot give 2k . Therefore, the authorities cannot find the identity from the voting 

ticket. 

Prevent Forging Ticket and Double Voting 

In the improved scheme the authors propose, the public value of )( 2xh  is used to de-

tect forged tickets and double voting, where )mod( 22 nabx ASe
  and 2b  are chosen 

by the voter. In the registration phase, AS has to confirm the identity of the voter first, 

and then publish )( 2xh , where 2x  is received from the voter. However, in the count-

ing phase, in order to detect forged tickets, TCS will check 

)(?mod)( 22 xhnabh AS
eAS  . If TCS computes a value of AS

e
nabh AS mod)( 2  which is 

not in the list published by AS, TCS can determine whether the ticket is valid or not. 

So, if the voter wants to forge another ticket, he has to send another 2x  to AS. Obvi-

ously, it is not possible, since the CA will not issue another certificate to the same 

voter. So, if the voter cannot get another certificate, then AS will not accept the iden-

tity of the voter and will not publish the value of )( 2xh . 

On the other hand, if an attacker attempts to forge )( 2xh  in the list published by AS, 

then he/she will discover that this is not possible due to the property of the hash 

function, i.e. that there is no way to find the value of 2x  from )( 2xh . Besides, it is 

difficult to find other parameters such as a  and 2b  that can allow through 

)()mod''( 22 xhnbah ASe
  passing the validation of signature. As a result, the 

proposed scheme can resist forged attack and prevent double voting. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the authors have introduced an anonymous secure e-voting 

environment, together with its processes and common attacks. Furthermore, the 

authors have also proposed an improved scheme that can enhance the security of Mu 

and Varadharajan’s scheme. 
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